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Dear Editor
With great interest, we read the recently published
article entitled “serum magnesium in association with
parathyroid hormone levels in routine hemodialysis
patients” by Fooladgar and colleagues in Journal
Parathyroid Disease (1).
They evaluated, in a cross-sectional study, the serum levels
of magnesium (Mg), calcium, phosphorus and intact PTH
(iPTH) among 56 end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients
undergoing maintenance hemodialysis (HD) in a HD
center (1).
The results of the study showed a significantly positive
correlation between iPTH and serum Mg levels among
these patients (1).
Hypermagnesemia is an uncommon laboratory finding
among healthy adults and symptomatic hypermagnesemia
is a rare disorder among patients with normal renal
function, because the normal kidney is able to rapidly
excrete magnesium loading by reducing magnesium
tubular reabsorption (2,3).
Hypermagnesemia is also not a prominent feature among
patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD), in the
absence of increased magnesium administration, however
renal failure mostly at its final stages is most common
cause of hypermagnesemia (4).
The relationship between iPTH and serum Mg levels
in healthy adults and CKD patients, the effect of
hypermagnesemia on disorders of mineral and bone
metabolism, and the effect of chronic hypermagnesemia
on PTH levels among ESRD patients as evaluated by
Fooladgar et al are important issues (1,4-7).
It is suggested that, hypermagnesemia can inhibit the
secretion of PTH among patients with normal renal
function and it usually causes transient and asymptomatic
hypocalcemia by this mechanism (2,3).
This effect has been described in some studies which
have showed that acute intravenous administration of
magnesium sulfate decreases PTH secretion and corrected
serum calcium level in healthy person and in pregnant
women with eclampsia (2).
In contrast to normal person, the effect of chronic
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hypermagnesemia on PTH levels among ESRD patients
is not well investigated, while studies regarding this
issue was existed. Some of these investigations have also
methodological limitations. In addition, the results of
these studies are also conflicting (8,9).
The results of the study by Fooladgar et al showed a
positive relationship between iPTH and serum Mg levels
among HD patients, however most of other studies in HD
patients and also most of studies among ESRD patients
undergoing peritoneal dialysis showed a significant
inverse relationship between serum Mg and serum intact
PTH levels (1,8,9).
Therefore, as Fooladgar et al recommended, there still
remains a number of big questions about this issue and it
is necessary to further evaluate of role of Mg in secondary
hyperparathyroidism and vascular calcification. Therefore,
further clinical studies and multi-centric investigation are
necessary (1).
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